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Abstract

Protection at the peak of Plasmodium chabaudi blood-stage malaria infection is provided by

CD4 T cells. We have shown that an increase in Th1 cells also correlates with protection dur-

ing the persistent phase of malaria; however, it is unclear how these T cells are maintained.

Persistent malaria infection promotes protection and generates both effector T cells (Teff),

and effector memory T cells (Tem). We have previously defined new CD4 Teff (IL-7Rα-) sub-

sets from Early (TeffEarly, CD62LhiCD27+) to Late (TeffLate, CD62LloCD27-) activation states.

Here, we tested these effector and memory T cell subsets for their ability to survive and pro-

tect in vivo. We found that both polyclonal and P. chabaudi Merozoite Surface Protein-1

(MSP-1)-specific B5 TCR transgenic Tem survive better than Teff. Surprisingly, as Tem are

associated with antigen persistence, Tem survive well even after clearance of infection. As

previously shown during T cell contraction, TeffEarly, which can generate Tem, also survive

better than other Teff subsets in uninfected recipients. Two other Tem survival mechanisms

identified here are that low-level chronic infection promotes Tem both by driving their prolifer-

ation, and by programming production of Tem from Tcm. Protective CD4 T cell phenotypes

have not been precisely determined in malaria, or other persistent infections. Therefore, we

tested purified memory (Tmem) and Teff subsets in protection from peak pathology and para-

sitemia in immunocompromised recipient mice. Strikingly, among Tmem (IL-7Rαhi) subsets,

only TemLate (CD62LloCD27-) reduced peak parasitemia (19%), though the dominant mem-

ory subset is TemEarly, which is not protective. In contrast, all Teff subsets reduced peak para-

sitemia by more than half, and mature Teff can generate Tem, though less. In summary, we

have elucidated four mechanisms of Tem maintenance, and identified two long-lived T cell

subsets (TemLate, TeffEarly) that may represent correlates of protection or a target for longer-

lived vaccine-induced protection against malaria blood-stages.
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Author summary

Malaria causes significant mortality but current vaccine candidates have poor efficacy and

duration, as does natural immunity to malaria. T helper cells (CD4+) are essential to pro-

tection from malaria, but it is unknown what kinds of T cells would be both protective

and long-lasting. Here, we explored the mechanisms of survival used by memory T cells

in malaria, and their ability to protect immunodeficient animals from malaria. We identi-

fied four mechanisms by which memory T cells are maintained in chronic infection. We

also showed that highly activated effector T cells protect better than memory T cells in

general, however, effector T cells have a shorter lifespan suggesting a mechanism for

short-lived immunity. In total, we identified two protective T cell subsets that are long-

lived. Unfortunately, the memory T cell subset that protects, is not the predominant mem-

ory T cell population generated by natural infection, suggesting a mechanism for the poor

immunity seen in malaria. Our work suggests that vaccines that induce these two T cell

subsets may improve on current immunity from malaria infection and disease.

Introduction

Malaria accounts for an estimated 438,000 deaths annually, with over 3 billion people at risk of

infection [1]. Plasmodium infection can be considered chronic both for the repetitious expo-

sure in hyperendemic areas [2], as well as for the ability of both P. falciparum and P. vivax
infections to persist for years even in the absence of parasite transmission [3, 4]. P. chabaudi
infection lasts up to 90 days in mice [5], making it a unique and well-accepted model to study

the chronic phase of malaria infection. CD4 T cells play a central role in protection of chronic

infections such as malaria, LCMV and Leishmania in mice, but the protection established

wanes on cure of the infection. In P. chabaudi infection, complete protection from secondary

parasitemia decays by 200 days post-infection [6]. This is accompanied by a decay in prolifera-

tion of CD4 T cells in response to parasite antigens in vitro, but not a decay in antibody titers,

suggesting that T cell function mediates decay in protection. Chronic infection has also been

shown to improve T cell-mediated protection [5–7]. Protection by the RTS,S vaccine, which

will likely be implemented in some countries soon, varies from 12 to 68%, depending on the

context and what outcomes are measured [8]. Although many malaria cases are likely to be

averted with this first vaccine, total decay of the efficacy of the RTS,S vaccine occurs in just

four years [9]. Even with the newer whole-parasite vaccines, which have higher reported effi-

cacy, the phenotype of the T cells generated suggests that they may also be short-lived effector

T cells [10]. Strategies that include treatment of infection with anti-malarial drugs may gener-

ate more long-lived T cell responses [11].

The specific CD4 T cell population observed after P. chabaudi infection is comprised of a

mixture of effector (Teff) and memory (Tmem) phenotype T cells [7]. We showed that specific

T cells in the memory phase do not re-expand in response to a second P. chabaudi infection

[12]. While this could be explained by either Teff or Tem, it has been experimentally challeng-

ing to distinguish the phenotype of these two populations. In a recent elegant study, protective

Teff in Leishmania infection were identified as proliferating, terminally differentiated cells

expressing effector molecules, while effector memory T cells (Tem) were defined only at later

timepoints as memory T cells expressing migration markers and effector molecules [13]. In

our work, we have used the observation that IL-7Rα is completely but transiently downregu-

lated on effector T cells, and re-upregulated on Tem, to distinguish two different populations

with unique survival and protection capacity [7, 12, 14]. Tem do not undergo homeostatic
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proliferation [15], suggesting that they may not survive as long as Tcm in the absence of anti-

gen. However, the actual survival potential of Tem is unknown, as studies to date do not distin-

guish Tem from Teff [16]. Even less is known about mechanisms of survival of Teff and Tem

cells in chronic infections.

We have started to narrow down the characteristics of T cells that are most protective in

malaria. Using adoptive transfer of MSP1-specific TCR Transgenic CD4 T cells to study the

effect of chronic P. chabaudi infection on protection, we showed that the memory population

(CD4+CD44hiCD25-) of previously activated T cells from chronically infected mice protected

better than T cells from mice that were treated with chloroquine, an anti-malarial drug previ-

ously shown to clear P. chabaudi (AS), one month after infection [7]. We observed that the T

cell population from chronically infected animals at the memory timepoint contained more

Teff (CD127-), and more IFN-γ+TNF+IL-2- cytokine producing T cells than those from treated

animals. These Th1 cells were CD44hi CD62Llo, indicating that they are either Teff or Tem

maintained by chronic infection. More recently, we showed that most Ifng+ Teff do not main-

tain Ifng expression to the memory timepoint. However, all Ifng+ T-bet+ T cells derived from

Ifng+ Teff that survive until d60, proliferate extensively between the peak of infection and the

memory timepoint [14]. Collectively, these data suggest that maintenance of potentially pro-

tective Th1 cytokine production and Teff/Tem cells themselves is linked to persistent

infection.

In order to define the precursors of Tem, we previously identified three subsets of Teff

(CD127-) representing different stages of activation which are generated sequentially in P.

chabaudi infection [12]. By day 5 post-infection (p.i.), early effector T cells (TeffEarly,

CD62LhiCD27+) are detectable, as they have down-regulated IL-7Rα/CD127, but have not

yet lost CD62L expression. Strikingly, though some TeffEarly express IFN-γ, the majority of

CD127- TeffEarly have not expressed CD11a or proliferated. TeffEarly still have not prolifer-

ated, even on day 9 p.i., when T cell numbers peak in this infection. The majority of Teff at

day 7 p.i. are CD62LloCD27+ intermediate effector T cells (TeffInt), which are the first prolif-

erating subset. TeffInt express PD-1int and high levels of Th1 cytokines. Finally, the majority

of Teff lose both CD62L and CD27 expression, and become TeffLate (CD62LloCD27-) by day

9 p.i. TeffLate have high levels of phosphatidyl serine in their outer plasma membrane leaflet,

indicating susceptibility to apoptosis, as previously reported for CD27- CD8 T cells [17]. All

three Teff subsets contain cells expressing the Th1- cytokine, IFN-γ, and transcription fac-

tor, T-bet. Notably, upon transfer into recipients at the peak of infection, TeffEarly survive

the T cell contraction phase better than the intermediate and late Teff subsets [12]. The

increased survival of TeffEarly is supported by their higher transcription of the pro-survival

genes Bcl2, Mcl1, Pim2, and Pim3. These anti-apoptotic molecules are down-regulated con-

comitant with CD62L down-regulation, which also signals terminal differentiation and

expression of PD-1 and Fas. Identification of these Teff subsets allowed purification of acti-

vation intermediates and facilitates the study of effector and memory T cell differentiation

and maintenance in vivo.

To determine the pathway of differentiation of effector memory T cells (Tem) in chronic

infection, we used these three Teff subsets in adoptive transfer experiments in P. chabaudi
infection [18]. We found that TeffEarly can generate central memory T cells (Tcm) in unin-

fected recipients. We have shown in the past that Tcm, in turn, can generate Tem during the

high-level chronic infection of RAG2o animals without B cell transfer [7, 12]. In contrast, Tef-

fLate, which share the CD62loCD27- phenotype, are generally short-lived, though they have the

plasticity to survive and expand highly in infected RAG2o animals. Therefore, our data sup-

ports a model where Tem are generated from Tcm, not Teff, as often proposed, suggesting the

possibility of a longer lifespan [19].
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In the current study, we purified Tmem and Teff subsets from Merozoite Surface Protein-1

(MSP-1)-specific T cell receptor transgenic (B5 TCR Tg) mice, and tested their ability to sur-

vive in uninfected and/or chronically-infected recipients. We also tested their ability to protect

immunodeficient animals in coordination with B cells. In the course of this work, we observed

four mechanisms for promoting Tem survival in chronic infection. These mechanisms are: 1)

Tem can survive in the absence of antigen; 2) some Teff may survive to generate Tem, as Teff

are capable of re-upregulating CD127 over time, and remain protective; 3) Tcm derived from

P. chabaudi-infected animals continue to generate Tem, even after infection is cleared; 4) low-

level persistent infection promotes proliferation of Tem. On testing the Teff and Tmem for

protection of immunodeficient animals from malaria, we show that among Tmem subsets,

only Late effector memory T cells (TemLate, CD127hi CD62Llo CD27-) reduce both pathology

and parasitemia slightly. In contrast, all Teff subsets strongly reduce parasitemia, though they

lose this ability over time. Interestingly, TeffEarly both protect well and survive in these assays,

while other Teff are shorter-lived. These results have the potential to both explain poor, short-

lived protection from malaria and to inform novel methods to drive long-lived protection by

vaccination.

Results

Effector memory T cells do not decay upon clearance of infection

While the current paradigm holds that Tmem survive longer than Teff, there is little data in the

literature on the relative lifespans of Tem and Teff, particularly after clearance of antigen or

pathogen. Therefore, we investigated the decay of polyclonal T cells responding to P. chabaudi
infection upon clearance of infection. We tracked potential decay of three memory T cell

(CD127hi) subsets (Tcm, CD62LhiCD27+; TemEarly, CD62LloCD27+, TemLate, CD62LloCD27-),

and three effector T cell (CD127-) subsets (TeffEarly, CD62LhiCD27+; TeffInt, CD62LloCD27+;

TeffLate, CD62LloCD27-) after treatment of infection, as shown schematically in Fig 1A–1F.

Infection was stopped by day 34 using the anti-malarial drug, mefloquine (MQ). We gated on

CD11a+ cells and determined memory (CD44hiCD127hi), Tmem subsets, and proliferation

using BrdU (Fig 1B), then quantified the number and proportion of proliferating Tmem (CD4+

CD44hi CD127hi CD11a+, Fig 1C and 1D) in the spleen of C57BL/6 animals using CD11a, as it

was recently described to be upregulated only on MHC/peptide-stimulated T cells, and not on

T cells activated by cytokines [20]. We have studied the lymph nodes in this infection, and they

contain few T cells responsive to malaria, and equal ratios of Tcm and Tem at memory time-

points [7]. We quantified the number of polyclonal Tcm, TemEarly, and TemLate over a 30-day

period by flow cytometry, after clearance of parasite in the spleen with MQ treatment (Fig 1E).

We found relatively stable numbers of all Tmem subsets. In addition, we tracked the survival of

Tmem after the clearance of parasite by labelling Tmem that had proliferated late in infection

and then administering anti-malarial drug. These Tmem may have proliferated specifically in

response to the low levels of parasite, or homeostatically, which would increase Tcm labelling.

To quantify proliferation, we administered 5-Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), which is incorpo-

rated into the DNA of proliferating cells, on days 24–30 p.i., just before anti-malarial treatment.

Strikingly, the proportions of BrdU+ Tem measured over the 20-day period did not decay (Fig

1E, left). The percent of BrdU+ Tcm out of Tmem does decay initially; however, none of the

Tmem subsets decay significantly in cell number over this time period (Fig 1E, right).

We also tracked the survival of polyclonal Teff (IL-7Rα/CD127-) after clearance of parasite

by treating P. chabaudi infected mice with mefloquine on days 10–14 p.i (Fig 1F). The number

of polyclonal effector T cells (CD4+ CD127-) in the spleen of mefloquine-treated mice decayed

significantly in the 20 days post-treatment (day 30 p.i., Fig 1G), suggesting an intermediate
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Fig 1. Mature effector T cells decay faster than effector memory T cells in P. chabaudi. Decay of malaria-specific polyclonal cells

was detected by infecting C57Bl/6 mice with P. chabaudi and administration of BrdU either (A-E) during the memory phase (days

24–30), or (F-K) the peak of infection (days 4–10) to label Teff. The day after the end of BrdU administration, the infection was
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lifespan. The decay in number of the largest Teff subset, TeffInt (CD62Llo CD27+), is easily

seen, while TeffEarly (CD62Lhi CD27+) remained stable (Fig 1H), showing strong survival as

we previously showed in the T cell contraction phase from days 8–11 p.i. [12]. The number of

TeffLate, the most terminally differentiated subset, also remains stable. This stability likely rep-

resents TeffInt transition to the TeffLate population and then die [12]. Similar observations have

also been suggested for CD8 CD27- [17].

When we gated on CD11a+ T cells that had divided in response to infection (BrdU+), the

decline of Teff numbers was variable, but rapid (Fig 1I and 1J). This decline was similar in the

proportions and numbers of all the BrdU+ Teff subsets (Fig 1K). The difference between the

decay in the number of TeffEarly by day 30 when gated on divided cells (CD127-CD11a+

BrdU+), and the better maintenance of undivided (BrdU-) TeffEarly is interesting. This differ-

ence suggests that while the TeffEarly population survives better than other Teff subsets [12],

there is a fraction of TeffEarly that are CD11a+ and proliferate, and then decay like the other

proliferative Teff subsets. Taken together, this data suggests that Teff generated in malaria

infection decay over 20 days in the absence of parasite, while Tmem, including Tem, are more

stable and long-lived.

Teff and Tmem survival cannot be understood only from studying the polyclonal response

due to the changing phenotypes of activated T cells, particularly the re-upregulation of CD127

on Teff. Therefore, we tested the ability of highly-purified subsets of MSP1-specific B5 TCR Tg

T cells to survive in uninfected Thy1.1 congenic recipients after adoptive transfer of a physio-

logical number (5 x 104). T cells from infected B5 Tg donors of each Teff (CD127-, d8 p.i.) and

Tmem (CD44hi CD127hi, d60 p.i.) subset were transferred into groups of uninfected congenic

(Thy1.1) recipients, as shown schematically in Fig 2A. Donors were age matched, and Teff and

Tmem sort was completed on the same day so that recipient flow cytometry could be per-

formed on the same day. Recovered B5 TCR Tg T cells (Thy1.2+ CD4+) were counted after

two months (Fig 2B). We observed significantly more TeffEarly cells than terminally differenti-

ated TeffLate that survived for two months. These results confirm our previous studies which

demonstrated a clear survival advantage for TeffEarly compared to other Teff subsets over two

weeks [12]. Recipients of both Tem subsets had significantly higher numbers of Thy1.2+ T

cells by day 60 post-transfer than recipients of CD127- Teff cells with similar CD62L and

CD27 phenotypes, TeffInt and TeffLate. We concluded that survival was more robust for all of

the memory T cell subsets, including Tem, compared to survival of the terminal Teff. Impor-

tantly, survival of TeffEarly (CD62Lhi CD27+, CD127-) was not significantly different than sur-

vival of Tcm (CD62Lhi CD27+, CD127hi), consistent with our previous studies suggesting that

Tcm and TeffEarly are closely related [12]. The surviving TeffEarly population re-upregulated

CD127 and became largely CD127hi in uninfected Thy1.1 recipients over two months (Fig

terminated with mefloquine (MQ), and decay of CD4+ memory (CD44hi CD127hi CD11a+, BrdU+/-) and effector (CD127-, (CD11a,

BrdU)+/-) T cells in the spleen was determined by flow cytometry. A) Schematic representation of the experimental design for

memory phase. B) Plots show the gating strategy for Tmem, including BrdU. Graphs showing C) number of Tmem (CD4+ CD11a+

CD44hi CD127hi) and D) survival of memory T cell subsets in the spleen after parasite clearance. E) Graphs showing percentage

(left) and number (right) of cells in each Tmem subset that survive after proliferating days 24–30 (BrdU+). F) Schematic

representation of the experimental design to study decay of effector T cells, where BrdU was given days 4–10 p.i., and infection was

terminated with MQ days 10–14 p.i. Flow cytometric gating and graphs showing G) number of Teff (CD4+ CD127-) and H) survival

of Teff subset populations in the spleen after parasite clearance. I) Plots showing the gating strategy for Teff from CD11a+ to Teff

(CD4+ CD11a+ CD44hi CD127lo). Graphs showing J) the number of divided Teff (CD4+ CD11a+ CD127- BrdU+), as they decay after

labelling days 4–10 p.i, and subsequent parasite clearance, and K) the percentage (left) and number (right) of cells in each of the

divided Teff subsets as they decay. Data represent 3 mice per group. Data was analyzed by Student’s t test and error bars represent

SEM. � represents a significant difference between subsets at one timepoint. † represents a significant difference between timepoints

d10-d30, or d30-50, # from d20-30 only; one symbol p<0.05, two symbols p<0.01, n.s.–not significant with color coding of symbols

to indicate which subset changes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g001
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2C). CD127 re-upregulation starts on day 14 post-transfer, as we previously reported [12].

While transition to CD127hi is not definitive evidence of a memory phenotype, TeffEarly do

survive in similar numbers as Tcm, suggesting that surviving TeffEarly cells become Tcm, and

that the few surviving mature Teff can become Tem. Taken together, these experiments sug-

gest that Tem survive in the absence of chronic infection, and that even in malaria infection,

where immunity decays, memory T cells are longer-lived than terminally differentiated effec-

tor T cells.

Mechanisms of maintenance of effector memory T cells by chronic

infection

Durability of memory T cells is a critical feature for their function. However, there is relatively

little that is known about the ability of CD4 Tem to survive in the absence of antigen [16, 21].

Therefore, we tested the phenotype of surviving Tmem generated in this infection after trans-

fer and competition with endogenous T cells in congenic mice. Memory T cell subsets were

sorted from B5 TCR Tg animals infected two months earlier, using the gating strategy shown

in S1A Fig. These highly-purified populations were generated from untreated B5 TCR Tg

donors, or donors treated with chloroquine (CQ) on days 30–34 p.i. to eliminate persistent

parasite. Each of three sorted Tmem subsets were transferred (2.5 x 105) into a group of unin-

fected Thy1.1 recipients, as shown schematically in Fig 3A. B5 TCR Tg T cells (Thy1.2+ CD4+)

were recovered and analyzed by flow cytometry after two weeks. On recovery, all Tmem

Fig 2. TeffEarly survive like Tmem cells, while highly activated Teff subsets decay. A) Schematic representation of the experimental design. T cell subsets were sorted

from spleens of infected B5 TCR Tg animals (Effector on d8 p.i. (top) and Memory on d60 p.i. (bottom)) and the same number of T cells of each subset (5 x 104) were

transferred into uninfected congenic recipients (Thy1.1) for 60 days. B) Graph showing numbers of B5 TCR Tg (CD4+ Thy1.2+) T cells recovered from spleens of

recipients of each T cell subset on d60 post-transfer. Data represent 4–9 mice per group from two experiments. Data were analyzed using Student’s t test, ��p<0.01,
�p<0.05. n.s.–not significant. C) Concatenated contour plot of B5 T cells recovered from TeffEarly recipients day 60 post-transfer showing memory (CD44, CD127) and

memory T cell subset (CD62L, CD27) phenotype, and summary graph of Tmem phenotype of recovered T cells from the groups of mice that received each Teff subset.

Error bars represent SEM.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g002
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Fig 3. CD4 Memory T cell subsets differentiate from Tcm to TemLate even after elimination of chronic infection. A) Schematic representation of the experimental

design. (top) Memory T cell subsets from infected B5 TCR Tg donors (Thy1.2), that were not treated (A-D), or had been treated (bottom, E, F) with chloroquine (CQ)

on days 30–34, were sorted from the spleen (d60 p.i.), and transferred (2.5 x 105) into uninfected congenic (Thy1.1) recipients for 14 days. B) Concatenated contour plots

with outliers showing the memory phenotype (CD44, CD127) of all B5 T cells (CD4+ Thy1.2+) recovered from all animals in each group. C) Numbers of B5 T cells

recovered from spleens of recipients of Tmem from untreated donors post-transfer. D) Concatenated contour plots and summary stacked bar graph showing memory

subset phenotypes (CD62L, CD27) of all B5 memory T cells recovered from all animals in each group. Summary bar graph shows average in each Tmem subset gate on

recovery. (E, F) Memory T cell subsets sorted from infected mice treated with anti-malarial drug, CQ, were recovered from uninfected recipients. E) Numbers of B5 T

cells recovered from recipients of B5 Tmem from CQ treated donors are shown. F) Concatenated contour plots and summary graph with outliers showing subset

phenotypes of B5 Tmem recovered from recipients of B5 Tmem from CQ treated donors. Summary bar graph shows average in each Tmem subset gate on recovery.

Data represent 2–3 mice per group. Error bars represent SEM, and n.s–no significant difference between all groups, ���p<0.001 comparing the distribution of the subset

phenotypes of B5 T cells recovered in the three groups of recipients, #p<0.05 comparing the fraction of chronically stimulated vs. rested TemEarly donor cells recovered as

TemLate in panels D and F.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g003
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subsets maintained their original memory phenotype (CD44hiCD127hi, Fig 3B). The number

of T cells recovered after two weeks from each group of recipients was similar (Fig 3C), and

the number of cells in each recipient was clearly detectable above the limit of detection (L.O.

D.) in all animals. Interestingly, the T cells recovered from recipients of Tcm had progressed

to include some TemEarly and TemLate phenotype cells (Fig 3D), while the TemEarly recipients

also generated TemLate cells in some animals (3/5), potentially reflecting the individual varia-

tion in time to clearance of parasite. The majority of TemLate maintained their original pheno-

type. We previously described this differentiation pathway in the context of a chronic infection

with high parasitemia in immunodeficient RAG2o animals [7], but it was unexpected to see

this progression in immunocompetent and T cell replete recipient animals, especially in the

absence of parasite antigen in the recipient.

We hypothesized that the continued differentiation of memory T cell subsets from Tcm to

Tem in the uninfected recipient animals could be due to T cell “programming” in the context

of chronic infection, which can last up to day 90 p.i., in donor animals. Therefore, to test if pro-

gressive differentiation of memory T cells was due to continuous exposure to infection, Tmem

donor mice were infected with P. chabaudi (1 x 105 iRBCs), and then treated with chloroquine

(CQ) starting at day 30. Chloroquine completely clears low levels of parasitemia in P. chabaudi
(AS) infection [5, 22], therefore, parasite is eliminated in +CQ donors for the month prior to

Tmem sorting and transfer. Memory T cell subsets were sorted on d60, 26 days after final chlo-

roquine treatment of the donor, and they were transferred into uninfected Thy1.1 hosts. Simi-

lar numbers of T cells were recovered 14 days post-transfer regardless of the chloroquine

treatment of the donor animals (Fig 3E). While the pattern of Tmem subsets of B5 T cells

recovered from Tcm transfer was similar after chloroquine treatment of donors, there was a

significant reduction in progression of TemEarly to TemLate when TemEarly had not been

exposed to parasite for several weeks before transfer (Fig 3F, p = 0.0499), with rested (+CQ)

cells recovered from all animals (4/4) exhibiting little progression to TemLate. These data indi-

cate that Tcm cells in this infection can continue to progress towards more highly differenti-

ated Tmem subsets for some time after clearance of parasite. However, in the recent absence of

persistent infection, the TemEarly do not make TemLate.

Tem are generally found associated with chronic infection [23, 24]; however, we observed

similar survival of Tem and Tcm even in the absence of antigen. Therefore, we tested if trans-

ferring Tem into the environment of low-level chronic infection would improve Tem numbers

compared to uninfected hosts. Tem subsets were sorted from infected (d60 p.i.) B5 TCR Tg

mice, and transferred into infection-matched (d60 p.i.) Thy1.1 recipients with sub-patent

(below-detectable) parasitemia, or uninfected hosts, as shown schematically in Fig 4A. The

number of B5 T cells recovered from infection-matched recipients after two months compared

to uninfected recipients was significantly higher in TemEarly recipients (Fig 4B). Interestingly,

most B5 T cells recovered from TemEarly recipients maintained their high level of CD127

expression (Fig 4C), even in the presence of sub-patent levels of parasite. T cells from all infec-

tion-matched recipients showed a distinct peak of divided T cells (CFSE-); however, this differ-

ence (%CFSE- TemEarly infected and uninfected recipients) did not reach statistical

significance. The majority of TemEarly maintained their phenotype; however, some of the

recovered cells progressed, or re-upregulated CD62L. TemLate do not accumulate in low-level

chronic infection. Similar to TemEarly, TemLate from infection-matched recipients showed a

distinct peak of divided T cells, however, this difference (%CFSE- TemEarly infected and unin-

fected recipients) did not reach statistical significance (Fig 4E, top panels). The TemLate recov-

ered from uninfected recipients retained their original phenotype remarkably well in all

recipients (Fig 4E, bottom panels). Therefore, it appears that Tem survive similarly to Tcm in
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Fig 4. Persistent infection promotes Tem survival. A) Schematic representation of the experimental design. Memory T cell subsets were sorted from

infected B5 TCR Tg mice (d60 p.i.) and the same number of each subset (2.5 x 105) were transferred into either infection-matched (d60 p.i., top) or uninfected
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the absence of infection, but Tem have additional mechanisms to promote their longevity in

chronic infection accounting for their increased fraction compared to Tcm.

Of the three memory T cell subsets, only late effector memory T cells

protect immunodeficient animals from malaria infection

In the long-term, P. chabaudi infection primarily drives generation of effector memory T cells.

In order to understand the potential role of Tem in protection from high parasitemia and

pathology, we compared the effects of Tcm and Tem cells on survival, parasitemia, and pathol-

ogy in infected immunocompromised mice. Using P. chabaudi infection of RAG animals to

study the contribution of adaptive immunity to protection, we previously established that the

peaks of parasitemia and pathology are only controlled by activated T cells; yet, the full clear-

ance of parasite depends on high levels of antibody [7, 25]. As in the studies above, to test the

potential of Tmem subsets to protect, we used subsets we have previously established in this

model for memory T cells (CD127hi): Tcm (CD62LhiCD27+), TemEarly (CD62LloCD27+), and

TemLate (CD62LloCD27) [7]. The same number of B5 TCR Tg donor CD4+ T cells (2 x 105)

from each subset and immune BALB/c B cells (CD19+, 2 x 107) were both transferred into

groups of RAG2o mice, which were then infected the following day with P. chabaudi, as shown

schematically in Fig 5A. Infected RAG2o mice that received B cells but no T cells were used as

controls to measure changes induced by T cells at the peak of infection. Another appropriate

control could have been naïve T cells, but we have previously shown that there is no significant

difference in the peak parasitemia or pathology between infected RAG2o mice with naïve T

cells and B cells, or B cells alone, so we chose to use the no T cell control in each experiment as

a universal control [7]. Parasitemia levels, weight loss, temperature, and cytokine levels were

measured over the course of infection (Fig 5B–5E). We report an average of each animal’s

maximal change, as each animal can exhibit peak parasitemia and pathology on a different day

between days 8–10, as we have reported before [7]. Comparing the average peak parasitemia,

TemLate was the only subset that significantly reduced parasitemia, compared to the universal

control group that received immune B cells but no T cells (by an average of 8.7% iRBC/RBC,

or 19% of peak RAG2o parasitemia), while TemEarly and Tcm did not reduce parasitemia (Fig

5B). TemLate and Tcm also significantly reduced peak hypothermia compared to control (Fig

5C). Transferred T cells expanded dramatically in all groups after 38 days of infection, as evi-

denced by the high numbers of recovered cells (Fig 5D). Interestingly, this suggests similar

abilities by all memory subsets to expand in the context of high parasitemia and leukopenia.

Similar results were observed when cells were taken out on day 14 post-infection. While there

were no differences in IFN-γ production by the T cells recovered from RAG recipients on day

38 (Fig 5E), we have previously shown that the three Tmem subsets transferred into congenic

mice, instead of RAG2o mice, exhibit strikingly different cytokine profiles. For instance, Tem-
Late contain discreet IL-10+ and IFN-γ+ populations by two months after infection [7]. In sum-

mary, these data show that TemLate generated by chronic infection are able to contribute to

(bottom) Thy1.1 hosts for 60 days after transfer. B) Graph shows numbers of recovered B5 T cells (CD4+ Thy1.2+) in recipients of TemEarly. C) Concatenated

contour plots show division (CFSE-), and levels of CD127, and phenotypes (CD62L, CD27) of cells recovered from TemEarly recipients. Summary bar graphs

show average of divided cells or fraction in each Tmem subset gate on recovery. D) Graph shows numbers of recovered B5 T cells in recipients of TemLate. E)

Concatenated contour plots show levels of CFSE, and CD127, and phenotypes (CD62L, CD27) of cells recovered from TemLate recipients. Summary bar

graphs show average of divided cells or fraction in each Tmem subset gate on recovery. Data are representative of 2–4 mice per group from 2 similar

experiments. Data was analyzed by Student’s t test, and error bar represents SEM, �p<0.05, n.s.–not significant. On summary bar graphs symbols refer to

differences between fractions of recovered cells in each Tmem subset in a given stacked bar, one symbol = p<0.05; two symbols, ��p<0.01 comparing Tcm to

TemL; three symbols, ���p<0.001 comparing TemEarly to TemLate, # comparing Tcm (very few) to TemEarly, + comparing TemEarly to TemLate.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g004
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reduction of peak parasitemia, though further study is required to determine the effector

mechanisms responsible for the differences.

All effector T cell subsets protect immunocompromised mice against

malaria

Effector T cells are responsible for clearance of primary infection, but are thought to become

terminally differentiated and die in the process. However, the lifespan of CD4 Teff populations

during specific infections has rarely been determined. We sought to determine if the degree of

maturation of the effector T cells affects their ability to provide protection from P. chabaudi
infection. The CD127- Teff Early (CD62LhiCD27+), TeffInt (CD62LloCD27+), and TeffLate

(CD62LloCD27-) subsets were sorted from B5 TCR Tg donors on day 8 post-infection as

shown with the gating strategy in (S1B Fig), and transferred (5x105) into immunodeficient

RAG2o mice together with B cells (1x107) from immune BALB/c mice, as in previous work [7,

25]. Recipient mice were infected with P. chabaudi one day post-transfer and parasitemia,

weight loss, and hypothermia were monitored over 14 days, as shown schematically in Fig 6A.

The average peak parasitemia showed that all of the effector T cell subsets significantly pro-

tected the recipient mice by an average of 28% iRBC/RBC, or 59% of peak RAG2o parasitemia,

compared to the control group (Fig 6B). Weight loss and hypothermia were measured at the

peak of infection for each mouse (d8-10) as indicators of pathology. Weight loss, but not hypo-

thermia, showed a significant difference between Teff groups and the control (Fig 6C). After

14 days of infection, all Teff populations were recovered in similar numbers (Fig 6D). Further,

all the Teff subsets responded to the infection by producing cytokines on day 14 p.i (Fig 6E).

The TeffLate population produced higher proportions of all three cytokines (p = 0.0002).

Fig 5. Late effector memory T cells protect immunodeficient animals from malaria. A) Schematic of the experimental design.

Memory T cell subsets were sorted from spleens of infected B5 TCR Tg mice on d60 p.i, and transferred (2 x 105) with immune B cells

(2 x 107) into RAG2o mice. Recipient mice were then infected with P. chabaudi (5x104 iRBC). Parasitemia, weight, and temperature

were assessed daily for 40 days p.i., and splenocytes were analyzed by flow cytometry on day 40. Graphs of the average B) peak

parasitemia, and percent change of C) weight and hypothermia of recipient mice at the peak of each symptom for each recipient (d8-

10 p.i.). Flow cytometric analysis summarized here as D) total cell numbers of B5 T cells (CD4+Thy1.2+) recovered and E) the percent

of B5 T cells that are IFN-γ+. Data shown represent 3 mice per group and are representative of 5 independent experiments. Error bar

represents SEM, �p<0.05, ��p<0.01, n.s.–not significant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g005
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However, the number of triple-cytokine producers (TNF+IFN-γ+IL-2+) was similar in all

recipient groups, suggesting a mechanism for the equal protection provided, as multi-cytokine

producers correlate with protection in several infections [26].

As Teff protect so well, we next tested the possibility that Teff can be intermediate-lived

and/or become memory T cells in the absence of exposure to parasite, and possibly contribute

to protection. To this end, the three Teff subsets (TeffEarly, TeffInt, TeffLate) were sorted and

transferred into uninfected RAG2o animals for two weeks, as shown schematically in the top

Fig 6. All Effector T cell subsets protect from parasitemia. A) Schematic of experimental model. Effector T cell subsets were sorted from spleens of

B5 TCR Tg on d8 p.i., and transferred (5x105) with immune CD19+ BALB/c B cells (1x107) into RAG2o mice that were then infected with P. chabaudi
(5x104 iRBC). Parasitemia and pathology were followed for two weeks. Graphs showing average B) peak parasitemia (%iRBC/RBC) summarized from

two experiments (n = 6), C) % change of weight, and hypothermia of recipient mice at the peak of each symptom for each recipient (d8-10 p.i.). Flow

cytometry of splenocytes was done on day 14 p.i. and D) graph shows average number of B5 T cells (CD4+Thy1.2+) recovered. E) Histograms, contour

overlay (TeffLate), and summary graphs of cytokines produced by T cells from recipients of each Teff subset. Data show 2–3 mice per group and are

representative of 3 independent experiments. Error bars show SEM, �p<0.05, ��p<0.01, ���p<0.001, n.s–not significant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g006
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panel of S2A Fig. As previously shown in wildtype congenic recipients [12], more TeffEarly

cells than the mature Teff subsets were recovered after two weeks of “resting” (S2B Fig). Our

previous study showed that the TeffEarly subset also contains precursors to memory T cells,

while the TeffInt and TeffLate subsets decay [12]. Consistent with this observation, T cells recov-

ered after 14 days from TeffEarly recipients showed re-upregulation of CD127 (S2C Fig). As we

demonstrated previously in wildtype recipients, we observed that TeffEarly progressed along

the pathway of differentiation and generated all of the Teff and Tmem subsets (S2D Fig),

while recipients of TeffInt and TeffLate had too few cells at this timepoint to determine their

phenotypes. While the purpose of this experiment was to test protection, the potential of Tef-

fEarly to make both Teff and Tmem subsets in this second model confirms the differentiation

pathway largely defined in our previous work [12], and now summarized in our final figure.

To test the functional ability of Teff cells over time, we determined the relative ability of T

cells surviving from each Teff subset to contribute to protection after 2 weeks in uninfected

recipients (S2A Fig, bottom). Teff subsets (TeffEarly, TeffInt, TeffLate) were sorted from infected

B5 TCR Tg donors on d8 p.i. and transferred into RAG2o mice. These mice were then given B

cells, and infected with P. chabaudi two weeks later. All Teff subsets still showed a trend of

reducing peak parasitemia within 14 days, though this was only significant for TeffInt (S2E

Fig). Both TeffEarly and TeffInt significantly protected recipients from weight loss, while TeffLate

significantly protected from hypothermia. (S2F Fig). We also recovered equally high numbers

of all Teff subsets when recipient mice were sacrificed 14 days after challenge (S2G Fig). The

numbers of Teff surviving after challenge were about three logs higher than before challenge,

as depicted in S2B Fig, suggesting that B5 TCR Tg Teff only proliferate in RAG2o mice in the

presence of antigen, and not homeostatically. Teff subsets had an average of 77% Teff

(CD127-) phenotype on recovery (TeffEarly shown in S2H Fig), compared to 37% in uninfected

RAG2o recipients (S2C Fig, right plot), and were primarily TeffInt and TeffLate. A substantial

fraction of all T cells recovered after 2 weeks post-infection also produced IFN-γ (S2I Fig),

demonstrating that all Teff subsets maintain the ability to perform effector functions even after

two weeks without antigen.

In order to test the possibility that Teff can be intermediate-lived and contribute to protec-

tion even after a long absence of infection, we transferred the three Teff subsets (TeffEarly, Tef-

fInt, TeffLate) into RAG2o recipients and infected the mice with 105 parasitized RBCs after two

months, as diagrammed in Fig 7A. Parasitemia and pathology were monitored for 14 days,

and splenocytes were tested for cytokine production. Strikingly, all the three Teff subsets

reduced peak parasitemia significantly (Fig 7B). Interestingly, weight loss (Fig 7C) and hypo-

thermia (Fig 7D) were significantly lower in recipients of all three Teff subsets after infection.

All Teff subsets were recovered in similar large numbers after infection (Fig 7E). On day 14 p.

i., there was no difference in IFN-γ production observed between the groups (Fig 7F). Taken

together, these data suggest that dwindling Teff numbers are still able to protect from both

parasitemia and pathology, plausibly by re-expanding, though we have not documented prolif-

eration per se.

This work has demonstrated mechanisms of Tem survival, and also contributed to our

understanding of mechanisms of Tem differentiation, which we have diagrammed in Fig 8.

We propose a model of T cell activation with the power to explain many aspects of how CD4+

effector memory T cells are generated in malaria infection. The model illustrates that TeffEarly

generate Tcm, which become Tem in conditions of chronic infection. Important support for

the model suggesting that Tmem differentiation occurs early after T cell activation is that

while chronic P. chabaudi generates predominantly Tem cells in the long-term, the dominance

of Tem over Tcm is actually determined between days 3 and 5 post-infection [12]. After this

window, the ratio of these two subsets can no longer be reversed by parasite clearance to favor
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Tcm. Previously, we showed that TeffEarly could re-express CD127 and generate both Tcm and

Tem in uninfected wildtype recipients, and that Tcm could make Tem subsets in the presence

of high parasitemia [7]; however, it was unclear if Tcm made Tem subsets during low-level

chronic infection. We confirmed that TemEarly can make TemLate (Figs 3D and 4C) and

expanded on our previous observations by showing that Tcm can be programmed by low-level

chronic infection to sustain Tem cell numbers (Fig 3D). We also demonstrated that continu-

ous parasite exposure after this early period further promotes Tem accumulation. Dotted

arrows in the model schematic indicate plasticity in the directionality of the pathway, and

these conversions are often dependent on the presence or absence of infection. For example,

we previously showed transfer of Tem into infected RAG2o animals with high parasitemia

induced downregulation of CD127, or secondary Teff from Tem [7]; here, we showed that

mature Teff do not survive well, but are nevertheless capable of re-upregulating CD127, and

re-expanding to protect. In future studies, we hope to use this model to understand the mecha-

nisms driving differentiation of protective T cell subsets.

Discussion

A critical feature of protective T cells generated by a successful vaccination is their ability to

survive long-term. To our knowledge, there is only one study in the literature that directly

compares survival of CD4 central and Tem in vivo, and this study suffers from the difficulty of

separating effector T cells from Tem resulting in the observation of a short half-life for the

mixed population [21]. Using the transient but complete downregulation of CD127 by Teff

has allowed us to make progress on this question with important implications for vaccine

development for chronic infections. Similarly, there are no studies to our knowledge directly

Fig 7. Rested effector T cells protect from parasitemia and pathology. A) Schematic of the experimental design. Effector T cell subsets

were sorted from the spleens of B5 TCR Tg at d8 p.i. and transferred (5 x 105) into RAG2o mice for 60 days before infection. Recipients

were then infected with 105 P. chabaudi. Parasitemia, weight, and temperature change was measured for 14 days after infection. B) Average

peak parasitemia (%iRBC/RBC) of each mouse (d8-10 p.i.) is shown. As measurements of pathology, the average of C) weight and D)

temperature loss (% change) of each recipient at the peak of pathology (d8-10 p.i.) are shown. Flow cytometry was performed to quantitate

E) the number of B5 T cells (CD4+Thy1.2+) recovered from RAG2o recipients on day 14 p.i. and F) graph showing MFI of IFN-γ in T cells

recovered from each group. Data represent 2–3 mice per group and are representative of 3 similar independent experiments. Parasitemia

was analyzed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc. Error bar represents SEM, � p<0.05, �� p<0.01, ��� p<0.001, n.s—not

significant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g007
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comparing Teff and Tem survival, though there is elegant work comparing effector function

and protection of activated subsets in various models [13]. The current paradigm suggests that

Tmem, even CD62Llo Tem, might survive more durably than CD127- Teff in the absence of

persistent infection, and indeed our data support this hypothesis. Interestingly, CD27- CD8+ T

cells have been previously reported to be protective, intermediate-lived, and proliferate to self-

renew [17, 27]. However, our data show that the protective CD4+ CD127hi CD27- TemLate defi-

nitely survives longer than CD127- CD27- Teff. This suggests that the shorter half-life reported

could be due to the inclusion of both CD127- CD27- Teff and CD127+ CD27- T cells. Never-

theless, our data are compatible with the interpretation that in the long-term, both TeffLate and

TemLate decay faster than other Teff and Tmem T cell subsets, respectively.

Tcm are known to survive through homeostatic proliferation [15]. However, Tem are not

perpetuated by this slow, cytokine-driven turnover mechanism. On the other hand, T resident

memory cells (Trm), which have a similar surface phenotype to Tem, but do not recirculate,

clearly do survive in peripheral tissues for prolonged periods in the absence of antigen [27, 28].

Fig 8. Proposed model of T cell activation and memory T cell differentiation. Upon activation of naïve T cells, TeffEarly

(CD127- CD62Lhi CD27+) are generated, which contain precursors to both effector and memory T cells. Depending on the

presence of antigen (or leukopenia) in their environment, they can progress toward maturation of effector T cells, TeffInt,

TeffLate subsets, or in an uninfected environment, towards differentiation into Tcm and then Tem subsets, the latter being

promoted by low-level chronicity. Upon downregulation of CD62L, Teff lose survival potential and become terminal Teff;

however, surviving mature Teff can become CD127hi, and expand when re-activated and promote protection. Tmem can

proliferate without downregulating CD127 in conditions of low antigen exposure (Fig 4B). Dotted arrows show less common

events, or those dependent on environmental changes. Tmem can become Teff again in conditions of re-exposure to higher

antigen loads (S2B Fig). We have also observed the more terminally differentiated subsets re-expressing CD62L, suggesting

plasticity in this process. The degree of differentiation to central or effector memory T cells from TeffEarly is determined in the

first week of P. chabaudi infection [18]. In chronic infection, and for a period after exposure to long-lasting infection, Tcm can

continue to generate Tem. Populations that protect best are marked by green asterisks, and populations that survive best are

marked by red asterisks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.ppat.1006960.g008
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The current paradigm for Tem survival is that Tem predominate in chronic infections in an

antigen-dependent manner, suggesting a requirement for antigen [7, 29]. However, we show

here that Tem were able to survive in uninfected recipients similar to Tcm, suggesting a variety

of unknown survival mechanisms. Our previous study showed that Tem are preferentially gen-

erated (over Tcm) during P. chabaudi infection lasting longer than three days, showing that

Tem generation is not only a result of long-term infection [12]. In the current studies, we have

added three additional later mechanisms that promote a high Tem to Tcm ratio after the initial

activation event in addition to unexpected Tem survival. We have also shown that CD4 Tcm

can generate Tem in the presence of high-level chronic infection in immunodeficient animals

[7]. Here, we observed that Tcm purified from persistently infected donors can also differenti-

ate into Tem in uninfected recipients (Fig 3D). This transition of Tcm to Tem subsets occurs

even when the donors are treated to clear the infection. Therefore, progressive differentiation

of memory T cells from Tcm to TemLate can be pre-programmed during chronic infection and

continue even after clearance. It is formally possible that the CD62Llo and CD27- cells observed

in these experiments are the result of surface cleavage of these two molecules, which are regu-

lated by proteolytic cleavage; however, samples were always handled on ice as a technical pre-

caution to avoid this artifact. In addition, similar forward differentiation of Tcm into Tem has

been reported in studies of CD8 T cells [30]. Some studies have also proposed the reverse

direction of differentiation of CD8 T cells back from Tem into Tcm, which we also see in some

experiments, though to a lesser degree, and this reversion is not the result of enzymatic shed-

ding of CD62L [31–33]. In our work, this conclusion is further strengthened by the observa-

tion that reducing the length of time of exposure of Tcm cells to persistent infection, by

treatment of donors with an anti-malarial drug, significantly reduces progression of TemEarly

to TemLate. There is significant regulation of lifespan and proliferation in the downregulation

of CD27 in CD8 T cells, particularly memory [34].

The second additional mechanism of Tem predominance that we observed is that persistent

infection increased the overall survival of TemEarly by inducing proliferation and expansion,

without differentiation of these cells into CD127- Teff (Fig 4B and 4C). This may help to

explain the poor protection of the natural memory T cell population. Interestingly, TemEarly

represent about half of the memory T cells late in infection, while TemLate are fewer [7]. The

higher representation of TemEarly supports the trend apparent in our data that TemLate do not

persist as well as TemEarly, even during persistent infection. Therefore, while we show that

chronic infection is not required for the survival of Tem, we have also uncovered three poten-

tial mechanisms explaining how pathogen persistence promotes an increased representation

of CD62Llo CD127hi (CD27-) CD44hi Tem in the Tmem pool.

The third mechanism of Tem maintenance in chronic infection suggested by our data, is

the potential for mature Teff to contribute to the generation of Tem, which is suggested by the

CD127hi phenotypes seen on recovery of all Teff subsets from uninfected Thy1.1 hosts after 60

days (Fig 2C). We also previously showed an intermediate level of CD127 re-upregulation on

TeffEarly recovered from uninfected congenic hosts after two weeks [12]. This observation sup-

ports the dominant paradigm that Tem are also generated from Teff that survive after contrac-

tion [35], though highly differentiated Teff lose their Tmem potential [12, 36]. The caveat to

the interpretation that CD127 (IL-7Rα) re-upregulation indicates Tmem differentiation, is

that CD127 downregulation is known to be transient. However, re-upregulation of CD127 in

CD8 Teff was recently shown to correspond with an epigenetic program of de-differentiation

at some loci of Teff into a more resting state [33]. Furthermore, we showed here that Teff still

have the potential to protect recipients after two months, a feature of memory T cells. How-

ever, it is important to note that survival of Teff is much lower than Tem, which along with the
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early timepoint of the programming of Tem suggests an important contribution to Tem gener-

ation from CD62Lhi precursors.

The traditional target for vaccination has been to generate long-lived Tmem. However, the

protection provided to the host by a single infection is not complete. This is particularly obvi-

ous in people living in malaria endemic areas who are exposed to sequential heterologous Plas-
modium infections, but remain susceptible to malaria. Poor immunity suggests that either

generation of memory B or T cells, or the quality of the adaptive immune response is sub-opti-

mal. We have studied the functionality of the fairly protective mixed effector/memory T cell

population present two months after chronic P. chabaudi infection [37], and showed that they

do not re-expand on homologous re-infection, but that they can make cytokines. In order to

understand the potential of Teff and Tmem cells to contribute to protection, we tested the pro-

tective potential of CD127hi Tmem subsets, including Tem. Upon P. chabaudi infection of

recipients of the Tmem subsets, we observed a small reduction in parasitemia only in animals

that received the TemLate (CD127hiCD62LloCD27-) subset, but not Tcm or TemEarly. Both Tcm

and TemLate reduced hypothermia in infected recipients. Other studies have shown that CD8+

CD27-, similar to the TemLate phenotype, can protect mice from Listeria infection, though it is

not clear if these are primarily Teff or Tmem [38]. Significantly, TemEarly, the cell type making

up the largest fraction of Tmem after P. chabaudi infection [7], had no beneficial effect on

either parasitemia or pathology, but still promoted survival of the hosts. This could contribute

to the poor protection most notable on re-infection with heterologous parasite. Therefore, our

data suggest that while specific Tmem may not be very efficient at controlling acute infection,

the right types of Tem can reduce clinical manifestations of disease and allow the host to sur-

vive. Though we have previously shown that each Tmem subset has a unique cytokine profile

[7], it is not yet clear what effector functions of TemLate contribute to their unique protective

phenotype. In wildtype mice and humans, levels of pre-existing antibodies are very likely to

contribute to the effector functions promoted by memory CD4 T cells, suggesting important

interactions. However, we do not have a model system at this time to evaluate the contribution

of T cells in the context of pre-existing serum antibody or pre-activated innate cells.

Strikingly, all CD127- effector T cell subsets contribute to a striking reduction in peak para-

sitemia in infected hosts. The TeffLate population produced higher proportions of all three

cytokines. However, the number of triple-cytokine producers (TNF+IFN-γ+IL-2+) was similar

in all recipient groups, suggesting a mechanism for the equal protection provided, as multi-

cytokine producers correlate with protection in several infections [26]. Overall, we conclude

from our studies that effector T cells provide better protection compared to the universal stan-

dard, than memory T cells. Several other studies have shown important protective effects of

Teff, especially in chronic infection [13, 38, 39]. An important conclusion from earlier studies

is that chronic infection promotes maintenance of Teff cell numbers. Teff protect well, but

have a shorter half-life, potentially explaining the decay of T cell immunity seen over time as

parasitemia decays in this infection and other persistent infections [6]; however, this hypothe-

sis remains to be tested in vivo. In that context, it is notable that not all Teff subsets decay at

the same rate. The TeffEarly subset is particularly interesting, as this subset protects like other

Teff, but TeffEarly also survive in higher numbers than terminally differentiated TeffLate in

replete hosts without infection over two months. We previously showed that TeffEarly can gen-

erate all other Teff and Tmem subsets [12]. In contrast, the more mature or activated TeffInt

and TeffLate progressively lose the potential to generate memory T cells in both RAG2o and T

cell replete hosts. Progressive loss of memory potential with increasing time of exposure to

inflammation has been hypothesized for CD8 effector T cells [40].

In conclusion, the current study defines two CD4 T cell populations (TeffEarly and TemLate)

that are both long-lived and protect against malaria infection, though to different degrees.
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These phenotypes could represent correlates of immunity, or targets for vaccination. The

observation that short-lived Teff present at the peak of malaria infection protect better than

long-lived Tmem that predominate at later timepoints suggests a decay of effector function

that could explain the decline in clinical immunity especially in the absence of exposure.

Therefore, a better understanding of the mechanisms for the survival of these subsets, and

their effector functions in situ, is critical. Better understanding of the functions and generation

of the diverse T cell populations in the memory phase of this infection could help us design

more effective vaccines that generate long-lived, protective T cells in chronic infection.

Materials and methods

Ethics statement

All animal experiments were carried out according to protocol number 1006031A, as reviewed

and approved by the University of Texas Medical Branch Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee (IACUC). The studies were performed in accordance with the guidelines in the

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 8th edition (Institute of Laboratory Ani-

mal Resources, National Academies Press, Washington, DC) and regulatory document from

Public Health Service (PHS) Policy on the Humane care and use of Laboratory Animals.

Mice and parasites

Thy1.1 BALB/cByJ were backcrossed to BALB/cJ (N4; The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor,

ME). B5 TCR Tg mice, a kind gift from J. Langhorne (Francis Crick Institute, London, UK),

were generated as previously described [25] and backcrossed to BALB/cJ (N7-10) and main-

tained in the UTMB Animal Resources Center. The B5 TCR recognizes MSP-1 (1157–1171,

ISVLKSRLLKRKKYI/I-Ed); B5 TCR Tg mice were typed using primers Vα2, 5’- gaacgttcca-

gattccatgg-3’ and 5’-atggacaagatcctgacagcatcg-3’, and Vβ8.1, 5’-cagagaccctcaggcggctgctcagg-3’

and 5’- atgggctccaggctgttctttgtggttttgattc-3’. RAG20 (Taconic, Germantown, NY) were used at

9–12 weeks old. All other mice were used at 6–12 weeks old and infected with 105 (expect in

RAG20 infection 5x104) Plasmodium chabaudi chabaudi (AS)-infected erythrocytes i.p. (kind

gift of J. Langhorne). Parasites were counted by light microscopy in thin blood smears stained

with Giemsa (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) [41]. In some experiments, mice were treated

with a dose of 50 mg/kg of the antimalarial drug chloroquine (CQ, i.p.) on days 30–34 post-

infection (p.i.). C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, ME) and were

treated with a dose of 20 mg/kg off the antimalarial drug mefloquine chloride (MQ, i.t., from 4

mg/ml stock) on days 10–14 for the effector time-course study and days 30–34 for the memory

time-course study. All adoptive transfer experiments were done using age-matched donors.

Flow cytometry

Single-cell suspensions of splenocytes were made in HEPES-buffered HBSS (Mediatech,

Manassas, VA), then depleted of erythrocytes by incubation in RBC lysis buffer (eBioscience,

San Diego, CA). For all Figures except Fig 1, Thy1.2+ T cells were enriched by positive selec-

tion using Miltenyi Thy1.2 microbeads (San Diego, CA), double stained and analyzed using

the “dump” gate to get maximal resolution. Cells were then stained in PBS with 2% FBS

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 0.1% sodium azide with anti-CD16/32 (2.4G2) supernatant (BioX-

Cell, West Lebanon, NH) for Fc receptor blocking, followed by double staining for Thy1.2 in

both -FITC, -PE, and a combination of other PerCP-Cy5.5, PE/cyanine 7 (Cy7), PE/Cy5, Allo-

phycocyanin (APC), or APC/efluor780–conjugated Abs (all from eBioscience); or CD62L

PE-Texas Red (Invitrogen, Life Technologies). A combination of CD11b, F4/80, and Ter119
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biotin antibodies followed by streptavidin-PerCyP-Cy5.5, were used as a “dump” channel for

analysis of donor cells in RAG2o mice. Cells were collected on a LSRII Fortessa using FACS-

Diva software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and analyzed in FlowJo (version 9.7, Tree Star,

Ashland, OR). Compensation was performed in FlowJo using single-stained splenocytes

(using CD4 in all colors). Data from each mouse was analyzed and averages and SEM calcu-

lated in Excel (Microsoft). Data from three to four mice are concatenated in some figures to

achieve sufficient cell numbers for presentation.

For intracellular cytokine staining, 5 x 106 cells/ml were stimulated with PMA and ionomy-

cin at 37˚C for 5 hours and Brefeldin A was added (all from Sigma) for the last two hours. Cells

were harvested and processed for surface staining as described above. Cells were fixed with 2%

paraformaldehyde and permeabilized using BD perm buffer (BDbiosciences). Cells were

washed 3 times and stained for IFN-γ, IL-2 or TNF or isotype controls. Cell Trace Violet (CFSE,

Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used according to manufacturers’ instructions. Sorted cells were

washed twice with PBS without calcium and magnesium and incubated with 1x dilution of cell

trace violet at 37˚C in a water bath for 10 minutes while shaking. Labeled cells were transferred

into recipient mice at 5x104–2.5x105 cells (see Results and Legends for number of cells in each

experiment). Except for Fig 5C, which is calculated as the % recovered Tg cells/lymphocytes x

the number of lymphocytes, recovered cells were counted by inclusion of counting beads (Accu-

Check, Molecular Probes, ThermoFisher Scientific) in the FACS sample according to manufac-

turer’s instructions and calculated using the equation: Total cell number = ((all cell event count

/ bead event count) x Bead conc. (per ml) x (Bead volume / cell volume)) x Volume of original

sample. This formula only works if the whole volume of FACS tube is collected.

Cell sorting and protection assay

Single cell suspensions of splenic CD4+ T cells from (10–12) infected (d8 for Teff; d60 for

Tmem) B5 TCR Tg donors were enriched using negative selection with EasySep biotin

microbeads (Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) with biotinylated anti-CD8a

(55–6.7), B220 (RA3-6B2), CD11b (MI/70), CD11c (N418), F4/80 (BM8), and Ter119

(eBioscience, San Diego, CA). Enriched T cells were then stained with anti-CD4-FITC,

CD44-APC/Cy7, CD127-PE, CD62L-Texas Red and CD27-APC for Teff or Tmem subset

sorts. Cells were sorted on a FACSAria with FACSDiva software (BDbiosciences) to >99%

purity (as shown in S1 Fig). B cells were purified from BALB/cJ mice that were infected

with P. chabaudi twice over a two-month period using CD19 microbeads from Miltenyi

(San Diego, CA) (98% pure). For protection assays, RAG2o mice (Jackson Laboratory) were

given sort-purified T cells (2.5x105) together with immune B cells (1–2 x 107, i.p.), and were

infected with 5x104 P. chabaudi infected RBCs. Weight and body temperature were mea-

sured every other day using a portable Ohaus balance (Parsippany, NJ), and temperature

microchip transponders (IPTT-300, BMDS, Seaford, DE)

Statistics

Where indicated, experiments were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s for

nonparametric data or the Student’s t test for parametric data in Prism (GraphPad, La Jolla,

CA): �p� 0.05, ��p� 0.01, ���p� 0.001. Limit of detection is defined as three times the stan-

dard deviation of the blank. Therefore, the limit of detection for the transferred Thy1.1+ cells

in all experiments was calculated using all available data from animals from all experiments

that did not receive transferred T cells.
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Supporting information

S1 Fig. Gating and purity of effector and memory T cell subsets. Effector or memory T cells

were sorted from 10–12 pooled spleens from infected (A) day 60, Tmem, or (B) d8, Teff P. cha-
baudi-infected B5 TCR Tg mice. (A, B) In all data shown, and in the cell sorting, CD4+ T cells

were gated for singlet discrimination using side and forward scatter characteristics. CD4+ cells

were identified on a histogram after magnetic bead purification. Contour plots and histograms

represent pre (top) and post- (bottom) sort of A) memory (CD44hiCD127hi) or B) effector

(CD44hiCD127-) T cell phenotypes used to isolate individual subsets by CD62L and CD27.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. “Rested” TeffEarly cells re-upregulate CD127 in RAG2o mice and differentiate. A)

Schematic of experimental design. (B-I) Effector T cell subsets were sorted from the spleens of

B5 TCR Tg at d8 p.i. and transferred (5x105) into RAG2o mice for 14 days. (E-I) Fourteen days

post-transfer, the RAG2o recipients were infected with P. chabaudi. B) Graph showing num-

bers of recovered B5 T cells (CD4+ Thy1.2+) per spleen in each group of recipients at day 14

post-transfer. (C, D) Contour plots and summary graphs showing transferred (IN) and recov-

ered (OUT) TeffEarly (CD127- CD62Lhi CD27+) before infection. C) Proportions of Teff

(CD127-) or Tmem (CD127hi) populations and D) Teff and Tmem subset phenotype (CD62L,

CD27) of recovered B5 T cells on day 14 post-transfer are shown. (E-I) Infected recipient mice

are shown at the peak of each symptom for each recipient (d8-10 p.i.). Graphs of E) Parasite-

mia (%iRBC/RBC), and F) percent weight loss and hypothermia are shown. G) Graph of aver-

age number of recovered B5 Tg T cells. H) Contour plot showing phenotype of Teff and

subsets from TeffEarly OUT B5 T cells recovered from infected RAG mice, and I) Average Per-

cent IFN-γ+ of B5 TCR Tg T cells recovered day 14 p.i. are shown. Contour plots are represen-

tative of 3 mice per group from 3 independent experiments. Data was analyzed in Prism using

One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s and Students t-test for cell numbers. Error bars repre-

sent SEM, � p<0.05, �� p<0.01, ��� p<0.001, and n.s.–not significant.

(TIF)
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